
 

Human settlement in the Americas may have
occurred in the late Pleistocene
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Prehistoric human skeleton in the Chan Hol Cave near Tulúm on the Yucatán
peninsula prior to looting by unknown cave divers. Credit: Tom Poole, Liquid
Junge Lab

Analysis of a skeleton found in the Chan Hol cave near Tulum, Mexico
suggests human settlement in the Americas occurred in the late
Pleistocene era, according to a study published August 30, 2017 in the
open-access journal PLOS ONE by Wolfgang Stinnesbeck from
Universität Heidelberg, Germany, and colleagues.

Scientists have long debated about when humans first settled in the
Americas. While osteological evidence of early settlers is fragmentary,
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researchers have previously discovered and dated well-preserved
prehistoric human skeletons in caves in Tulum in Southern Mexico.

To learn more about America's early settlers, Stinnesbeck and colleagues
examined human skeletal remains found in the Chan Hol cave near
Tulum. The researchers dated the skeleton by analyzing the Uranium,
Carbon and Oxygen isotopes found in its bones and in the stalagmite
which had grown through its pelvic bone.

The researchers' isotopic analysis dated the skeleton to ~13 k BP, or
approximately 13,000 years before present. This finding suggests that
the Chan Hol cave was accessed during the late Pleistocene, providing
one of oldest examples of a human settler in the Americas. While the
researchers acknowledge that changes in climate over time may have
influenced the dating of the skeleton, future research could potentially
disentangle how climate impacted the Chan Hol archaeological record.

  More information: Wolfgang Stinnesbeck et al. The earliest settlers of
Mesoamerica date back to the late Pleistocene, PLOS ONE (2017). DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0183345
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